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DATE SPEAKER TITLE DESCRIPTION 
 
13 September 
Merten Hall 1203 
(note special 
location) 

 
John Cook jcook20@gmu.edu 
Research Assistant Professor, Center for Climate 
Change Communication, George Mason 
University 
 
John Cook researches how to better understand 
and counter climate misinformation at the Center 
for Climate Change Communication. He founded 
the website Skeptical Science which won the 
2016 Friend of the Planet Award from the 
National Center for Science Education. 
 

 
Fake News, 
Educational 
Opportunities 

 
Climate change has become polarized along cultural lines, with 
political affiliation being the strongest driver of climate attitudes. 
Attempts to depolarize the issue first require understanding the role 
of ideologically-driven misinformation that turned a bi-partisan issue 
into an intensely partisan debate. How should scientists respond to 
rising prevalence of misinformation? This talk will outline the 
psychological research into science denial and misinformation. What 
impact does misinformation have on people’s perceptions of climate 
change, and what are the implications for scientists? How can we 
effectively respond to science denial? Can we turn misinformation 
into a potentially educational opportunity? (Spoiler alert: the answer 
is yes.) 
 

 
27 September 
Johnson Center 
Assembly Room D 
 

 
Imre Szeman, iszeman@waterloo.ca 
English Language and Literature, U of Waterloo 
 
Imre Szeman is University Research Professor of 
Communication Arts at the University of 
Waterloo. His recent books include Energy 
Humanities: An Anthology (2017) and many other 
works on energy, environment, and culture. On 
Petrocultures, a collection of his essays, will be 
published in Fall 2018. 
 

 
Petrocultures 

 
At the heart of the environmental crisis lies one key issue: we 
moderns are creatures of energy. Access to energy has allowed us to 
do remarkable things. However, the energy we’ve shaped our lives 
around is dirty energy. To be modern is to live a contradiction. 
Energy use expands possibilities; those same possibilities are 
threatened by the environmental and social implications of the 
expanding use of energy. How can we make sense of this 
contradiction and its implications for the present — and future?  
 
 

 
11 October 
Johnson Center 
Assembly Room D 
 

 
Merlin Chowkwanyun 
mc2028@cumc.columbia.edu 
Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia 
 
Merlin Chowkwanyun's work centers on three 
themes: the history of public health and health 
policy; racial inequality; and social movements. 
He is working on a book about post-WWII 
medical care and environmental health hazards 
and another about political unrest at medical 

 
Toxic Risk, 
Corporate 
Negligence, Public 
Reckoning 

 
The twentieth century saw the large-scale introduction of new 
environmental health risks into daily American life. We are only now 
understanding the toll that these poisons have wracked on human 
health and what parties were responsible for allowing this to 
happen. High-stakes toxic tort litigation has unleashed once-secret 
documents that shed light on corporate obfuscation of risk, public 
relations strategies, and attacks on regulation, all of which persist in 
the era of climate change. This presentation will discuss the 
construction of ToxicDocs.org, a new dataset and website that 
leverages data science techniques to render this material available 
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schools and neighborhood health activism during 
the 1960s and 1970s. With Adolph Reed, he is 
writing an essay collection that questions the 
dominant theoretical assumptions and frames in 
disparities research (under contract, University of 
California Press). 
 

using novel computational techniques. It situates it against larger 
debates in toxic substances regulation, environmental justice, and 
how to reckon with our poisonous legacy. 
 

 
25 October 
Johnson Center 
Assembly Room D 
 

 
Jason W. Moore jwmoore@binghamton.edu 
Sociology, Binghamton 
 
Jason W. Moore is an environmental historian 
and historical geographer at Binghamton 
University. He is author or editor, most recently, 
of Capitalism in the Web of Life (Verso, 2015), 
Anthropocene or Capitalocene? Nature, History, 
and the Crisis of Capitalism (PM Press, 2016), and, 
with Raj Patel, A History of the World in Seven 
Cheap Things (University of California Press, 
2017). His books and essays on environmental 
history, capitalism, and social theory have been 
widely recognized and awarded. 
 

 
Cheap Nature, or, 
The Cultural Logic 
of Historical 
Capitalism 
 
 

 
Nature, money, work, care, food, energy, and lives: these are the 
seven things that have made our world and will shape its future. The 
latest ecological research tracks the story of these things with 
histories of colonialism, indigenous struggles, slave revolts, and other 
rebellions and uprisings. How has modern commerce, in making 
these things cheap, transformed, governed—and devastated—
Earth? How might we think about these things at the present 
moment? Crises have always prompted fresh strategies to make the 
world cheap and safe for capitalism. At this time of crisis in all seven 
cheap things, innovative and systemic thinking is urgently required: a 
radical new way of understanding—and reclaiming—the planet in 
the turbulent twenty-first century. 
 

 
8 November 
Johnson Center 
Assembly Room D 
 

 
Toby Miller tobym69@icloud.com 
 
Toby Miller is Research Professor of the Graduate 
Division, University of California, Riverside. His 
most recent books include Greenwashing Culture; 
Greenwashing Sport; and Global Media Studies. 
He can be contacted 
at tobym69@icloud.com and his adventures 
scrutinized at www.tobymiller.org. 
 

 
Greenwashing 
Culture 

 
We often think of the culture industries as green, certainly in 
comparison with the extractive or manufacturing sectors. And when 
it comes to the relationship between the media and the 
environment, we generally consider issues such as how to 
communicate the science of climate change effectively. But culture is 
integral to greenwashing, and to ecological destruction. First, major 
polluters use their sponsorship of culture in search of a social license 
to operate. And second, the culture industries are major polluters 
themselves. Various responses to this situation present themselves: 
boycotts, disruption, shareholder activism, regulation, and so on. 
We’ll explore how these might play out. 
 


